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About Ants Publications
Ants stands for (A)nswers (N)onsense (T)ruthfully and the "s"
pluralize(s) and stands for repeatedly. Ken Koskinen is the
founder of Ants Publications and this site is currently a vehicle
to post his writings; but eventually others may also be able to
contribute. Ken writes academic essays, books, poetry and some
short comedy pieces. His writing is not well suited for
certain individuals. He does not for example accept the
teachings of any major world religion. There are many myths
and teachings that are nonsense and he writes factual rebuttals.
He exercises the freedom of the press but it isn't his intention to
offend others. Please do not read his material if you aren't openminded.
"Hi, I'm Ken Koskinen.

Welcome to the world of Ants
Publications. Much on this page
was taken from my home web
page: http://antspub.com

NEW & COMING
Check this box out on my
website. It's intended to
inform visitors of any new
additions to the site and to keep
you up-to-date on what's on the
planning boards. It also keeps
repeat visitors, who have surfed
all the sections before, informed.
Visitors can simply view any
new additions. You can also
subscribe to our website
RSS Feed.
A GRAND BEGINNING!
To celebrate the launching of my
website I've posted my ebook
"What I Told My Son About the
Bible: Things the

Ken primarily writes from a scientific mode of mind. This
means his information processing leads with reason and
observation but intuition and emotion assist. When he writes
serious essays and books he uses the persona, "Ken Koskinen."
When he writes poetry he's "The Naked Psalmist." When
he writes comedy he takes on one of several personae such as
"Ken the Wildman" or "SureFoot Helms."
People who want to discuss the issues and themes raised on this
site are invited to log on to the Ants FORUM. It might take
time to attract some traffic to the venue but "big things always
grow from small beginnings." You can also post your opinions
and/or questions in Comments.
All downloads are free of charge. The plan is to make all posted
writings available to anyone who wants them. Even if some
people are short of cash they can still learn from and enjoy
them. Hopefully others will make donations. Keep in mind Ants
Publications isn't a registered charity and therefore cannot
send receipts for tax deduction purposes.

Clergy Doesn't Want You to
Know." It's about 185 pages of
entertaining and informative
discussions between a
scholarly Father "Dad" and his
intellectually gifted son, an early
teen named "Charlie." When
Charlie asks Dad about the Bible
the fun begins.
Dad informs him of the opposite
point-of-view of the
modern clergy. You will
encounter scriptural
contradictions, failed
prophecies, historic and
archaeological evidence that
doesn't support the Bible. You
will also learn how the clergy
tries to make their religions
more believable by taking verses
out-of-context, ignoring modern
science & reforming the data to
conform to their ideas about the
Bible.
In the process readers will also
learn about how the Bible came
into being. It's written from
Dad's perceptive and he is a
tenured professor, teaching
Biblical studies from a rational
and scientific perspective at
"Forevermore College!" Down
loaders be forewarned ... this
ebook is a mind blower!
To stay abreast of new poetry,
comedy & science articles: Go To:

http://antspub.com

About the Arthur
I was born in Helsinki, Finland but immigrated with my family to
Toronto, Canada when I was about 2 -1/3 years old. My Finnish
given name is "Jarmo Olavi Koskinen" but I use the English
nickname "Ken" Koskinen. I'm a naturalized Canadian and have
lived most of my life in Ontario, Canada. I studied at Centennial &
Niagara Colleges in Ontario but earned my BSc. at Ambassador
College in Pasadena, California. I majored in psychology but also
studied history and biblical subjects.
I love to write. As a writer my goals are to inform/educate,
stimulate/challenge and inspire/entertain readers. I write serious
pieces as well as some comedy. Over the last several years I have
taken a great interest in science with an emphasis on physics &
cosmology. I am currently writing my first science book, "The Big
Vibe: Steps Towards a Theory of Everything." In this work I hope to
add to the quilt of theoretical science. I do not currently plan to make
it available on this site since I hope to publish with a scientific book
publisher. However you can learn more about current unsolved
scientific mysteries by reading my posted essays.
I enjoy working out with the 1/2" thick steel cable skipping rope I
invented, "The Skip Walker/Jogger." I use it to skip walk; that is, I
skip rope while walking for several miles. You can view my video of
me skip walking. I've also written the lyrics to a light country/rock
song "The Unemployment Line." I'm neither a musician nor a good
singer but you can view me singing the song, without
accompaniment. I hope somebody with some real talent, like Billy
Ray Cyrus, contacts me and puts music to it and turns it into the next
big hit! I've also invented a very good carpet cleaning detergent and a
skin cream that helps to clear up blemishes and outbreaks. It is also a
good topical dressing on burns. Both of these products are in the
research and development stage.
I love nature, comedy, good food and beer. I also love to learn and
enjoy the mystical awareness and feeling of being alive
while exploring & experiencing life within "All That Is!" It is the
“everything” in which we have our being!
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ATI, Are You Alive?
The Naked Psalmist has been at it
again. I thought he was resting
peacefully and then the muses
started to speak. Okay ... now we got
us another ATI Psalm. I hope you
enjoy reading it and that it inspires
you in some wonderful way!

I live and have my being within you, ATI. Of this I’m
sure.
No matter where I look I can only see a sliver of you. But,
where does the rest of you reside?
Then I realized I’m merely amongst the fleet that drifts
upon the great sea. I sail to receding horizons but will
never find, all of thee.
I know … I’ll get a tow from the light and move faster to
the right. I’ll catch your front or your back. Now, I hear
laughter … as if light speed is slow. "Why not hitch to a
snail and bask in the flow?
How can you find ... everywhere? It’s like a dog chasing
his tail. You get a glimpse but not a nip.
You can see of my glory, but never the whole story."
Still, I wonder … where is your mind? If I am alive
within you, isn’t your life greater than mine?
I talk to fellows; they answer back. I speak to you … your
silence is cold. But when I listen with my heart,
then you're known. I understand but am still bemused.
Some things don't appear, in the glow of light.
If life is a miracle … your magic is bright.
How I got here is also confused … but it must have been
on the wake of many long-gone swirls.
We’ve dug deep underground, sent balloons into the
clouds, rockets to the moon and satellites to Mars.
The dead fossils still speak but the spark of life is missing
amongst the dry rocks we keep.
ATI where is the kiss, you gave the dust?
After life sprang the species abound; but were Wallace &
Darwin in some way confound?
Natural selection is grand and true it must be; but ... are

there other secrets, yet to be told?
ATI, tell me straight! Do your thoughts infect the
randomness and the toss?
Did you tailor the cloak of destiny? Are you the Master of
Serendipity, one who skews fate?
ATI, there is much more I want to ask. Great is the chore,
but there’s still time to implore.
Many search for answers in myths. That’s okay, but I've
been through those tales.
I’ll explore in the day and wonder at night. Within
everything, I see a spark of thee.
ATI … you’re alive and only God, at least to me!
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. The Naked Psalmist, Aug. 15, 2010
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Funny Finns
I began writing "Funny Finns" after
I woke up one October/2010
morning. I had just had a dream that
included several of the Finnish
people I knew as a boy growing up
in Toronto. It started the memory
tour about speaking Finnish as my
first language and learning English.
Early in life I was immersed into
the Finnish/Canadian culture and
this poem is the result of some of
those memories.
I think that all cultures have some
pluses that members could cherish.
The Finns have "Sisu," the Scots
say "go berserk," the English have
their "stiff upper lip," the
Americans say "pull yourself up by
your own bootstraps." All of these
ideas are rough analogues and it
doesn't make one better than
another. I hope that when you read
"Funny Finns" that it will inspire
you to think about some of the
goodies within the cultures that you
have been exposed to.

It’s fine to be a Finlander. We chop logs where we go.
We burn them in our saunas, they’re our second home .
We pour water on the rocks and listen to the roar the lōyly
[1] makes.
The steam is hot as hell, and we feel the blast it creates.
We even beat our skin with birch branches, wet with many
leaves. [2]
When it’s blazing pink, we take off in a rush,
We jump naked into the icy lake and roll around the snow.
We scream with wild delight and send our laughter to the
sky!
Then there’s makara [3] splitting on the sauna rocks and
cold olut [4] nearby.
What makes us so? I guess sauna’s in our blood.
We Finns might be a little crazy, but insane - isn’t so.
We drink strong coffee & eat pulla, [5] silli [6] on: eggs, dill,
onions & buttered new potatoes.
Don’t forget the salted salmon and the well roasted hog.
It’s no wonder we drink vodka and sing many songs.
The winter nights are long and the air is very cold.
The northern lights flash and it’s a wonder to behold.
The snow comes up to our knees; but it doesn’t stop our
means.
But when summer finally blinks we celebrate, & burn some
trees [7]
The flames embrace the midnight sun we've seen in our
dreams.
The Finnish band plays Sibelius’ patriotic scores, [8]
& we still salute Paavo Nurmi’s [9] many fine chores.
The Winter War is over and freedom still reigns.
Don’t invade our little country as we’ll fight & endure the
pain. [10]
It’s in our Sisū [11] … no one takes Suomi, [12] our beloved
land!

Endnotes
[1]“Lōyly” is the steam that flows from the hot sauna rocks.
To many Finns it is both physical and spiritual.
[2] A “vihta” is a bound bunch of silver birch branches with
leaves used to gently beat and stimulate the skin. Just prior to
use it is revitalized in a bucket of hot water and used in the
sauna. It adds to the odors & when properly used, it doesn’t
harm or hurt.
[3] “Makara” is Finnish sausage. It is sometimes heated on the
hot sauna rocks. The outer skin often splits when it is well
cooked.
[4] “Olut” is the traditional Finnish word for beer. Finns love a
cold beer or soft drink during breaks & after a sauna.
[5] “Pulla” is traditional Finnish sweet bread characterized by
interweaved dough.
[6] “Silli” is Finnish for salted herring. It isn’t cooked but aged
in a brine and can be marinated.
[7] Midsummer celebrations are held around the time of the
Summer Solstice. It includes food, much drinking, songs,
dancing and huge nightly bonfires.
http://www.saunalahti.fi/~marian1/gourmet/season5a.htm
[8] Jean Sibelius (8 December 1865 – 20 September 1957) was
a famous Finnish composer whose work is accredited to have
greatly added to the Finnish cultural heritage.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Sibelius
[9] Paavo Nurmi was a famous Finnish runner who won a total
of 9 gold and 3 silver medatls in 12 events in the Olympic
Games from 1920 - 1928. He is often considered the greatest
Track & Field athlete of all
time. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paavo_Nurmi
[10] During the Russo-Finnish or Winter War (30 Nov. 1939 12 Mar. 1940) the Finns fought valiantly & repelled a larger
and stronger invading force. They chased them into Russian
territory but later encountered a, million strong, USSR army.
They ran low on ammunition and had to negotiate the peace.
Finland ceded part of an eastern region called Karelia but
remained a free nation.
[11] “Sisu” is a Finnish term that strikes at the heart of the
Finn's cultural endurance. It is something intangible that
sustains you when all appears to be lost. You control your fear
and endure with Sisu in your heart, no matter how long it
takes. The spirit of Sisu say, "You might not always win but
you'll certainly never lose!"
[12] “Suomi” is Finnish for “Finland.”
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The Unemployment Line
I wrote the first version of the lyrics
to "The Unemployment Line" in the
early 1990's. After I developed this
website I yearned to publish it. I
recently rewrote the lyrics & I hope
you enjoy reading them. I still plan
to sing it when I put a video link to
the site.
Please note the religious allusion
i.e. "the devil took my time ..." does
not reflect my personal belief. Also
the political allusion i.e. "we have
to be like Japanese ..." also isn't a
personal conviction. These kinds
of ideas may well enter into the
minds of some people who are
unfortunately unemployed.

Everything was fine. I was working everyday
But then I got a-a-a, a pink slip in my pay
I walk the streets alone, my shoes are wearing
down
All I hear is no-oo, in ahh this ole town!
I’ve never been this poor & my children cry for
more
My wife gets on my back, I’ve lost all my tact
I used to feel sane, but now it's a shame
I can't afford the booze, I use to kill the pain
Chorus (see bottom of the document)
The bank owns our home & now it’s for-gon
I'm down on my luck, they repossessed my truck
I’m a man on the road, looking for the light
I’ve got to find the dole, but I don’t want this role
Anger makes you burn & it can take you on a
turn
When hunger starts to grow, my thoughts begin
to churn
I’m still in my prime & I’ve never turned to
crime
but I can feel the yearn, that I fight to keep my
mind!
Chorus
I used to have dignity ... but now it's misery

My idle thoughts count, the falling grains of time
The bottom can't fall, so throw me a rope
When I make it to the ledge, I'll look for
some hope
This country is still great. I just need a break,
If I get a call, I won't hesitate
Mr. President, please … we’ve got to be like
Japanese
Protect our borders from the cold, … so we can
warm our … souls!
Last Chorus

Chorus
The unemployment line, the unemployment
line
The devil took my time & broke up the rhyme
The unemployment line!
(Last chorus add)
Damn! ... the unemployment line ...!
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. “The Naked Psalmist”
Nov. 11, 2008 (Veterans Day &/or Remembrance Day)
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The Spider’s Web
Poetic moments seem to
happen randomly. You never
know when the muses might
rest on you and shift your
mind into the state of poetic
reflection. It can happen around
the most seemingly common
events. This was one of them.
It happened on the morning of
Feb. 27, 2011 when I was
amazed by a spider on my
bathroom wall. Well, I can only
tell you I was sitting down.

This morning I saw a spider.
I watched it as I sat on my throne. It had 8 dandy long
legs and it walked up the bathroom wall. I could have
touched it, even killed it … since I’m in-charge of
Elohim’s domain. But no … it was too pretty so I gave it
a reprieve. Then I saw two of its legs wailing in the air;
the others held fast. “What is it doing?” I looked on with
intent.
The spider was fishing in the air and it caught something,
I couldn’t see. But then, it began to climb in the air using
all of its limbs. It was on a strand of its own thread, stuck
high somewhere on the ceiling. Only the spider knew
where. It climbed, ever so gracefully. How could it fight
gravity with such ease?
The spider’s body is so small and its legs are so long.
“How could its brain, wherever it is, maneuver all its
limbs? How does it spin its yarn, spread all over the wall?
Where does it get its glue, finery, translucence &
abundance? What makes the creature so marvelous?
Where did it come from?”
Then, somehow & suddenly … the scene became a
mirror. As I gazed, I saw myself! “Who am I, that I can
watch this magnificent being? What had lit my beam?
Why did I want to kill this harmless bug?” For a moment
I panicked a little, “I can’t understand the spinner & I feel
as if I’m trapped.” Then I was amazed, “Why do I sit,
think & breathe in the web of ATI?”
This morning I saw a spider!
“The Naked Psalmist” a.k.a. Ken Koskinen, Feb. 2011
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The Clock
I have a fairly loud clock in my
bedroom. I usually block out
its distinctive tick-tock sound.
Just before going to sleep early
morning of April 29, 2011 I
kept listening to the sound and
started to create poetry in my
mind. I feel asleep but finished
writing "The Clock" the next
day. I hope you like it.

Tick-tock, tick-tock; Clock, I listen to your
sound!
Time I can’t see, touch or hear you; but
you’re all around.
What are you? I think I know, but no … I
don’t.
Do you come from the past? Are you here?
Do you move towards the future?
What makes you flow?
Tick-tock, tick-tock; Clock, I listen to your
sound!
Time you aren't always the same, it's as
Einstein told.
Your pace sways on gravity's hold.
We have to clean the clocks on GPS
satellites.
Or we wouldn’t know; where we were, nor
how to go.
Tick-tock, tick-tock; Clock, I listen to your
sound!
Time you aren't alone. You are united with
space as Minkowski showed.
Accelerating objects constrict and expand as
they slow.
So, your pace changes in velocity's zone.

Space/time, you are like hot air that
flexes a balloon.
Tick-tock, tick-tock; Clock, I listen to your
sound!
Can I move behind you and visit the past?
Can I see my Mom who’d joined the dead?
What of the dinosaurs … can I watch them
from the edge?
I promise I won’t kill my grandfather, and
spin a paradox on its head.
Tick-tock, tick-tock; Clock, I listen to your
sound!
Can I move in front of you and visit the
future?
I want to command a spacecraft and zoom in
outer space.
I’d visit the stars and distant worlds at warpspeed-pace.
I’d come back and tell people, where ...
we’ve yet to go.
Tick-tock, tick-tock; Clock, I listen to your
sound!
The fog has lifted. Now it’s so clear.
The past is a memory and the future is a
dream.
The present is where my power sits
It's where I live & explore the wonders of
ATI!*
The Naked Psalmist a.k.a. Ken Koskinen
April 30, 2011
*ATI means "all that is!"
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Winter is Gone
In my world, winter has just
left us and spring is in the air. I
often think about the season
that is behind and also about
the new one that's arrived. It
often puts me into a poetic
mood. When you read "Winter
is Gone" don't think that you
shouldn't have a favored
season. However there is still
beauty in each one. That is if
you want to see and feel it.

Every year it’s pretty much the same, as
far as what many people say. They hate
the snow … it’s so cold … there’s slush
and ice on the road. When is spring
going to come?
I love the winter’s whiteness; the land is
blessed with a heavenly coat. The
snowflakes fall, like angel dust from
above. Look out the frosted windows.
Sure there may be snow to shovel and
stuck cars to push. But it’s not that cold
… put on a coat, hat, scarf, gloves &
boots … dress to meet the way. Go out
and see the beauty of the day.
Watch the children play; they make snow
people; throw snowballs, laugh and
chase. They ride their sleighs &
cardboard down the hill. They love the
thrill. They skate on ice rinks, play
hockey and make figures in the white
crystals on the ground. People slide with
polished skis & snowboards strapped to
their boots and ride chairlifts that take
them high. You can only do such things
for a few frosty months of the year.

The air is so crisp; the Moon is bright on
a cold, cloudless winter’s night. The tree
limbs are covered and the light is
reflected everywhere. It's quiet; everyone
is hiding inside … huddled around the
TV’s light. You are alone, watching the
scene, framed by the landscape & the
serene.
When it’s over, it seems to have been a
flash. When you’re having fun feeling
time, it’s a blur. Now it’s a memory, of
another winter that wasn’t. It wasn’t so
cold, it wasn’t all a mess. It was a
blessed time when the season’s unique
colors painted the canvas. For a while I
missed winter’s art …
… but then my spirit changed to the
anticipation of the delightful spring, when
nature awakens and plants & animals
begin their rise! New life is fresh, vibrant
& bold ... as it claws to take hold!
Our lives are but a passing season.
Watch the marvels; see the spark within
others. You and I live within ATI.* It’s
here, it’s there; it’s everywhere! ... It’s
amazing!
The Naked Psalmist, a.k.a. Ken Koskinen
April 2, 2011
* ATI means "all that is."
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On a Path
This is my most
autobiographical poem; but
it contains gems I think
many others will identify
with. You can read more of
what I learned about the
Bible during independent
studies by downloading my
free ebook: "What I Told
My Son About the Bible:
Things the Clergy Doesn't
Want You to Know." I hope
you enjoy reading "On a
Path."

After I emerged from the blur, Mom & Dad claimed I’d been
born. They must be right because I can see light. Mom
spoke of days & nights but every year family & friends
gathered and sang me a birthday song. It must be important;
another year was shorn! During the early years I was told of
Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny & the Tooth Fairy. I even saw
Santa on TV as he warned, "Boys & girls should be nice." It
convinced me; he must be real. I also learned of Jesus at
Sunday school. I thought he was the boss of every day.
Nothing could be, if he didn’t approve. "We’ll be okay if we
don’t stray."
In the late 1950’s grade school was a chore but my friends
and I had a laugh. We kicked & batted balls, skated on the
rink and drew & colored pictures in art class. I even won
some ribbons running & jumping on the track. One day,
some preachers came and put up a circus tent in the nearby
field. They invited all the people and we heard the word and
offered our coins. But one dark night someone lit the abode
and flames were seen in the sky. “It was God’s will!” the
preacher said, before they moved on to another berth. “How
could it have happened?” my young mind thought. "Why
didn't Jesus put out the fire?" But soon after, I guess I
forgot.
In the 1960’s the world wasn’t safe as the Cold War was all
the rage. When the Cuban Missile Crisis showed its face,
some said God’s wrath was closing in. The nuclear scare
caused people to hide in shelters with food & water in locked
huge bins. Meanwhile some preachers claimed, "Surely
Jesus will come in the nick of time and save us from our
sins."
Some turned their ears and listened to rock & roll. The
Hippies dropped out, inhaled a lot of smoke & put flowers in
their long hair. Out went the call, “Protest the war in Vietnam.
Build a human chain and stay in pace!” Then some young
bodies dropped as the clocks on campuses stopped. In the

war's wake, even Johnson’s spin couldn’t rewind his second
bid.
In the 70’s we were surprised that we still walked around.
There were new tunes and a disco dance, but the decade’s
ideals soon lost its sheen. As the pace of life became a rush,
I went to a southern Bible college and listened to their
dream. I wanted to serve but preferred to stay awake.
Objectors didn’t fit within the frame, even if they were kind.
At the decade’s end, it was time to move & I left in a hush.
The 80’s took a turn to the right. The music played on at
Regan’s party as they began the 40th dance. The economy
soared as old oaks were cut & roads were repaved. New
structures stood tall but got soaked with acid rain. They even
declared a war on the 60’s and planned a Star War’s shield.
Near the decade’s close, bubbles began to burst. The debris
of Iran-Contra was in the gale that knocked down the Berlin
wall and broke the Soviet Union. The world wasn't the
same and everyone wanted praise & passed along the
blame.
In the 90’s I learned religion was like politics, just another
game. I had studied the funny history. The book of Genesis
raised the curtain on the play but our planet is very old, just
as Darwin and others claimed. Three gospels clearly
forecast the heavens would shake when the Kingdom of God
finally came. But Jesus failed to show, like it was told & the
first century church got a blemish.
Then pseudo-John invented a different lord. When the 4th
story was told, the protagonist specialized in saving souls &
kept the second coming out-of-sync. The history was
rewritten. The act included the Revelation myth that added to
the muddle. The cover-up salvaged the faith, by keeping
people guessing. Everyone could be right and no one was
really wrong. Some said. "The prophecies didn't fail. The
kingdom is already here; it’s the church, you see." Others
kept on saying, "Just look at the signs; it’s coming later in the
year!"
After the new millennium turned, Y2K fell out of grace but the
2012 fiction soon took its place. I watched & looked around;
even if the dice were cast the serendipity is profound. In the
fog it looks as though events were to be. Then I realized I
live within everything called ATI.* It’s not about tales or

schemes. Even though myths and delusions abound;
science & logic wears a crown. If you want to know what’s
real, open your eyes and see!
*ATI means "all that is."
The Naked Psalmist, a.k.a. Ken Koskinen, April 24th, 2011

Photo of the Mount of Olives: This is just outside of Jerusalem. It's the
place where Jesus gave his prophecies regarding the end of the age to
some of his disciples. It is also the area where he was expected to land
on his return. He failed to show, as clearly predicted, within the lifespan
of his generation. Churches have tried to re-interpret it all ever since
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